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A considerable body of data has now been acquired about the principles, parameters and
consequences of nuclear (criticality) accidents at facilities of the atomic industry in Russia,
the United States, Great Britain and Japan. The total number of such accidents stands at 22.
Russian and US specialists have prepared a rather extensive survey and analysis of these
accidents.', 2,4) The final and important section of this survey is the lessons implied by the
results of analysis of these 22 accidents. Among these lessons is the necessity of
unconditional enforcement of control over the movement and transformations of special
nuclear materials (SNM), and in particular fissile materials, (those SNMs with criticality
accident concerns) during production and processing. Inadequacies in such control have
been among the causes of most of the accidents that have occurred.

Nuclear materials control and accounting (MC&A) for the purpose of ensuring
storage reliability and nonproliferation safeguards is a major task of nuclear facilities in any
nation. MC&A systems use the latest techniques and hardware for periodic control of SNM
in specifically organized material balance areas. Immediate checking, periodic inventory of
SNM, and measurements of the parameters of SNM at key points are the main sources of
data for these systems.

Data about the presence and sites of location of SNM in material balance areas that
are acquired in inventories can be used for objective assessment of the status of nuclear
safety. On the other hand, the inventory itself involves performance of operations that are
unlike routine process engineering, and require special consideration of nuclear safety.

Use of the techniques and hardware of MC&A systems not only for purposes of
storage reliability, but also to ensure nuclear safety, will reduce the risk of nuclear
accidents.

This paper gives a concise overview of nuclear accidents that have occurred due to
inadequacies in MC&A, and demonstrates the necessity and usefulness of integrating
measures and components of MC&A and nuclear safety systems to meet the goals faced by
both systems.

KEYWORDS. criticality safety, special nuclear materials, control and accounting, risk of
nuclear accidents

1. Historical and Engineering Foundations of The first two, despite the different goals and
Integrating MC&A and Nuclear Safety Systems tasks that they face and their different demands, make

use of a single principle that is common to both
Safety in handling fissile nuclear materials is based on systems and is their cornerstone.
four systems: That principle is verification of the presence and
• nuclear criticality safety (NCS), movements of SNM, and prevention of accumulations

• nuclear materials control and accounting and occurrences in places where no SNM should be.
(MC&A), Unless systems enforce conditions implied by this

principle, there will almost inevitably be a nuclear
• physical protection of nuclear materials and accident and serious anomalies in control and

installations, accounting, including loss or even theft of SNM.
• radiation safety. Particularly dangerous are such SNM as plutonium

and highly enriched uranium (HEU). Since criminals
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may have only the most general idea about NCS, or specialists (at least in conversation). The authors of
not even. suspect the dangerous properties of stolen this paper have decided to bring aention to this
SNM, on no account should we rule out the possibility concept in connection with criticality accidents that
of occurrence of a spontaneous chain reaction, i.e. a occurred in 1997 and 1999 at the nuclear facilities of
nuclear accident in handling of stolen NM beyond the Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrate Plant [NCCP in
confines of the nuclear facility in a residential area. Russia and the Tokai-mura Plant in Japan. The causes
The consequences of such an accident could be and consequences of these accidents were completely
terrible. When handling such NM, even skilled and different, but they were brought together by one
specially trained personnel may make mistakes and important circumstance. Despite the advanced and
slips that result in a nuclear accident with release of responsible requirements for safety system controls,
energy and emission of ionizing radiation. The the main principle of MC&A and NCS systems was
number of criticality accidents in the nuclear industry violated: observance of established procedures for
(processing facilities, not reactors) of Russia, the processing SNM and monitoring their movement and
United States, UK and Japan had reached 22 by 1999. accumulation.

NCS and MC&A systems have been set up in Even a cursory analysis of these accidents shows
parallel and almost independently as SNM has been that with the proper system of after-operation SNM
stockpiled, first for military, and later for civilian use. accounting in place and appropriate measurement
During the initial development of the nuclear industry procedures, most accidents occurred, if not all, might
(from the forties to the sixties), unfavorable geometry have been avoided. The inventory actions of
equipment was often used for processing SNM, and at personnel themselves, on the other hand, must be
most facilities the problem was not so much carefully analyzed by NCS specialists to exclude
enforcement of safeguards against nonproliferation of situations that are susceptable to the occurrence of
SNM as it was careful accounting of SNM during nuclear accidents.
each operation (what was called after-operation The NCCP accident most clearly showed the
accounting of products and SNM). During this period, inadmissibility of allowing even the slightest blunder
both systems essentially ensured nuclear safety in in SNM control.
equal measure. And as soon as violations of the
requirements of one of them occurred, there were ACID WATER

nuclear accidents. Then, beginning in the late sixties,
to reduce the risk of nuclear accidents a course was
taken in NCS toward the use of favorable geometry
equipment that did not require monitoring the mass or
even the content of SNM in the products being
processed to maintain subcriticality. This approach
was managed thanks to advancement of technologies
in developing high-capacity equipment of safe
configurations (annular, slab, tubular). At roughly this
same time, the MC&A system began moving strongly
toward providing for control of SNM at facilities as a
whole to enforce safeguards of nonproliferation of
SNM, increasingly moving away from after-operation
accounting of products and SNM within facilities,
using such data only when needed as initial
information for verifying the balance of SNM or Fig.1 The flow chart
investigating anomalies. However, as improvements cores etching unit
were made in MC&A procedures and hardware, and
criteria for the quality of measurements and inventory In favorable geometry equipment (slab, annular,
difference of SNM amounts were tightened, it became tubular, with neutron-absorbing inserts, and so on),
clear that for complex facilities it was impossible to chemical processes may lead to the formation of
create an effective MC&A system without using after- heterogeneous structures, bottom residues, and surface
operation accounting of products and SNM. On the deposits. With comparatively slow dynamics of
other hand, such facilities, especially radiochernical localization of small amounts of fissile material and in
facilities, cannot be developed by using favorable the absence of mandatory procedures of indicating
geometry equipment alone, and so, such control them, some SNM may be excluded from the stream
absolutely has to be highly reliable to ensure nuclear without notice in virtue of being negligibly small (a
safety as well. Even if that means relaxing fraction of a percent of the total annual stream of the
requirements for accuracy of measurements. process line).

The idea of integrating NCS and MC&A system A situation very similar to this occurred over the
has been discussed from time to time by SNM safety course of several years during the etching of fuel
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element cores of uranium with 90% enrichment in violations of control of the mass of uranium-235 when
235U at the nuclear fuel production facility of loading the solution into the preparation apparatus.
Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrate Plant. Fig. 2 shows a schematic process-apparatus diagram

A criticality accident occurred in two tanks of of the facility and movements of products. The
slab geometry measuring 01 x 2 x 3 m each, joined consequences of the accident were some of the worst
into a single collector of solutions coming through a of all that had occurred up to that time (category 4 on
line about 100 in long from the fuel element core the INES scale).
etching section. Fig. I shows a schematic diagram of 112 -hZed Procedure

4 kg U3QP N "Acid
the etching unit. Batch:

Etching requency reached 300/year, the average
lot subjected to alkali treatment in each operation
being 200 cores based on dispersion material (UO2- Di

Al). Following the operation, the solution to be Bowes

transferred might have contained an average of 75 g of
235U, partly in the form of a suspension Of U02 that none
could precipitate. Produc Slution U02(NO3)2

The etching unit, lines and solution collector A ExecuteaPpocedure

were located in shop No I of the plant. The material
2A kg U08

balance area was this entire shop (a single building), Bath' 11"AcId

and in-shop transfers did not require after-operation
C&A of uranium-235 according to the provisions then AIC Stainle3s ,J Flas Productin force. he annual balance of SNM was evaluated BMW k Solution

solely from the results of measurements at control U02(NO3)2

points at the entrance and exit from the MBA (shop
No 1). Fig.2 Regular procedure of conversion (upper) and

Since the collector in the form of two flat tanks illegal procedure taken at the accident
had been accepted for service as nuclear-safe
equipment, no provision had been made for control of Because of the short distance from the facility to
235U therein. The procedures for preparing and residential area, and the thin walls of the facility, it
conducting SNM inventory in the section were done was necessary to evacuate even the residents of nearby
with insufficient care, and no control was done for the housing developments. Fig. 3 shows a sketch map of
presence of uranium in the tanks after washing. Thus, the locality where the facility was located. There were
two systems of controlling measures (NCS, MC&A) no anomalies in MC&A at the facility from the formal
acted independently, relying on stability of process standpoint, unless one counts the losses of SNM in
regulation. However, as was established after the consequence of the accident.
accident, the tanks of the collector had increased However, the accident graphically
thickness to 140 mn (instead of 100 nun), and a demonstrated first of all the explicit flaws in
residue had formed in the bottom with mass of about Operational-technical accounting (OTA) that are
24 kg in the form of uranium hydroxides, which is fraught with serious anomalies in the MC&A system
what led to the occurrence of the criticality accident. of the facility as a whole, and secondly, the need for

Among the causes of this accident, the following integrating die NCS and MC&A systems, and
are important for the given analysis: especially with regard to upgrading OTA.

- the MC&A system in shop No I was not In the period from 1995 to 1999, there were
effective, since the yearly internal loss Of 235U in shop cases of theft in Russia of products and items
No I was about 2 kg over the course of several years; containing SNM3), including two cases of thef of

- the results of annual inventories had HEU oxide powder in amounts quite sufficient for the
considerable errors, as they were obtained from a very occurrence of a spontaneous chain reaction, In both
limited number of measurements on a large cases, the perpetrators took advantage of deficiencies
production area taken as a single MBA; in MC&A, in control of losses of SNM when

- the NCS system in shop No I likewise did not performing process operations with the final product.
control SNM parameters in internal transfers, nor the At the present time, the system of state MC&A
formation of local residues and deposits of uranium- of Russia is in the process of radical redesign,
containing compounds due to the use of equipment of primarily from the standpoint of introducing hardware
favorable geometry. for control of SNM and verifying amounts on hand

The other industrial accidents had similar causes. and evaluating the balance of SNM during inventory.
The accident on the facility for recycling OTA within the MBA as a system of measures of

rejected uranium oxide at the Tokai-mura Plant control of products containing SNM when performing
occurred due to gross violations of the production processing operations with them has always and
process, imperfection of the NCS system, and everywhere been treated as the basis of C&A, without
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which it is impossible to ensure reliability and authority to enforce and regulate safety in the use of
confidence of C&A. OTA is also an essential nuclear power.
component of NCS, although on that side it has to
meet somewhat different, and at times less stringent References
requirements. The requirements for measurement 1) W. R.Stratton, "A Review of Criticality
procedures that are imposed by the MC&A system are Accidents," DOE/NCT-04, 1989.
higher than NCS requirements. The application to 2) V. V Frolov,. B. G. Ryazanov, V. 1. Sviridov,
OTA of the measurement and control techniques used "A Review of Criticality Accidents Which Were
at key measurement points of the MC&A system will Occurred in the Russian Industry," Proc. Int.
enable acquisition of more confident information Conf. on Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'95,
about SNM with minimum eor. This will certainly Albuquerque, USA. 1999).
impact positively on the level of both MC&A and 3) Kumetsov, V., "Providing Physical Protection of
NCS of the facility. Nuclear Power Facilities in Russia," Yadernoya

At present, NCS is limited solely to nuclear bezopasnost', Moscow, April-May 2000.
facilities themselves, and does not pursue the goal of 4) T.P. McLaughlin, S.P. Monahan, N.L. Pruvost,
excluding, or even reducing the possibility of a V.V.Frolov, B.G. Ryazanov, and V.I. Sviridov,
spontaneous chain reaction in the case of theft of "A Review of Criticality Accidents", LA-13638,
SNM. But if one considers the safety of handling 2000.
SNM in the broadest sense, it will become clear that it
can be ensured by at least partial integration of C&A
and NCS systems. Especially at facilities that process
plutonium and HEU in bulk form. The chief direction
of such integration is organization of OTA and
production processes in accordance with the
requirements imposed on them by both systems. Such
an approach was used by US specialists in the eighties
when putting in the radiochernical facility at Barnwell.
In setting up this facility, both subsystems were
designed simultaneously with proprietary functional
algorithms. The systems were interconnected in the
control center, connections and coordinates, which
ensured complete operational control in treatment
processes of all products containing SNM, as well as
MC&A at the facility. It is certain that the use of such
an approach at any other facility, both in initial
development and in reconstruction, will enable
attainment of a fundamentally new level of safety in
handling SNM.

The authors trust that the problem touched on in
the report will attract the attention of NCS and MC&A
specialists, as well as supervisors of production
facilities, and representatives of state agencies with
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